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The Teacher's Role, in Guidance. — "Teachers hold a key
position in the environment of the growing child/'no Evou
though teachers are not as well qualified technically as
specialists, the major work of child guidance must be done
by them. Prolonged work with Individual children, even
by expert specialists, will accomplish less than the intelli-
gent and sympathetic work done by large numbers of less
highly trained teachers. Jessie Taft wrote, "If only one
factor in a child's maladjustment at school can be changed,
the attitude of the teacher will usually be found to be the
most important and its alteration most immediately effective
in bringing about improvement.'*n7
Viewed in the light of the whole positive school pro-
gram, the guidance of children is the main task of the
teacher. No one else, theoretically, is in such a strategic
position to assume this responsibility.
In actual practice, however, the teacher is so poorly pre-
pared to guide children, so burdened with large classes, so
handicapped financially, that his contribution to the study
and guidance of his pupils is limited. These conditions
must be changed. Yet with exceptional leadership, even
under present conditions, teachers have done extraordinarily
good work. The rural teachers in Breathitt County, Ken-
tucky,38 for the most part young, inexperienced, handi-
capped by lack of equipment, in two years gained skill in
studying children and in making provisions for their indi-
vidual needs.
In other situations, however, observation of teachers at
work .has sho.wb that they fall far short of their opportunities
for guidance/™ They apply direct measures, such as reward
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